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ABSTRACT This paper introduces a unified representation for collaborative development of complex
services in public safety to explain the infusion of digital technologies into the design of the community
resilience processes with respect to the potential hazardous events. It aims at helping to understand how
ICT-based knowledge may help stakeholders situated in various positions inside society to participate
collaboratively to service development actions. It presents a roadmap to conceive, design, and operationalize
the creation of digital artefacts to compound its supporting systems, including the digital one. This rep-
resentation includes a way of describing the domain of interest to conceive complex services employing
human-oriented development, a way of reasoning on the resilience processes complexity, using semantic
reasoning along with the time series quality assurance (TSQA) solution ontology, and a way of developing
data processing components as internal (technical) services in enterprise information systems to support the
design of novel environmental monitoring digital services. A unified semantic reasoning-based approach
to evaluate data quality in cyber–physical systems is described to exemplify the creation of a complex
public service ecosystem that promotes collaborative knowledge sharing to formalize the domain expertise
through the information intensive services. The TSQA ontology integrates knowledge from other domain-
specific ontologies to define and share concepts designating observations acquired from sensors, quality
issues, methods for detecting quality issues and correcting data, and tags applied to data objects to assure
the data traceability. A semantic component that manages the TSQA ontology and the SWRL-encoded rules
are introduced in the data acquisition module of a cyber–physical system application for environmental
monitoring to solve a specific problem of data cleaning associated with the water resources management.
This method is applicable to any time series of measured data.

INDEX TERMS Collaborative development, complex services, ontologies, public safety, resilience,
semantic reasoning, water resource management.

I. INTRODUCTION
A growing number of activities related to hazard assess-
ment and evaluation of vulnerability to hazardous events
in public safety has been associated with a laborious data
collection effort that is being accompanied by digital sys-
tems and technologies such as ICT, Internet, Semantic Web,
Big Data, sensors, blockchains, mobile systems, machine

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Jinsong Wu.

reasoning, machine learning, and robotics, or intelligent
immersive systems (such as augmented reality and mixed
reality). This digital evolution incents the implementation
of novel decision-making activities in public safety in times
of need through modern Emergency Management Informa-
tion Systems implemented worldwide, to improve the city
resilience processes by automating their activities with var-
ious digital technologies [1].

Public authorities are increasingly relying today on dig-
italization to realize complex and dynamic public service
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interactions [2]. New safety functionalities may be enabled
through the Internet of Services (IoS) by exploiting connec-
tivity, integrating various operational processes to increase
co-created value through novel public service offerings fac-
ing complex situations in Society. Consequently, new public
service operating modes using digitized artefacts supporting
digital innovations are required [3], [4].

Public awareness has become an important factor in disas-
ter risk reduction [5], recognizing today the role of citizens
as contributors to the community shared knowledge [6], as a
key participation to the development of services in public
safety [7]. The enactment of improved working procedures
to support specific global sustainability and resilience targets
is driven by the interactions between the physical world of
natural phenomena and the digital world created through
active participation of various stakeholders [8]. This aspect
strengthens the capability of upgrading the city resilience-
building processes with information-based intelligence. They
appear at different levels of interaction: enterprise instrumen-
tation networks [9], crowdsourcing [10], crowdsensing [11],
or participatory sensing [12]. Several approaches are oper-
ationalized to support low-cost mitigation measures, aim-
ing to increase community involvement. Some examples
include the use of smartphones as mobile sensors [13]–[15],
crowdsourcing and crowdsensing with smartphone-based
Earthquake Early Warning Systems [16], smartphone-based
participatory sensing for air pollution monitoring [17],
or automated collecting and querying macroseismic data
based on community reports [18], [19]. This continuous inter-
action between the user of various types of mobile devices
and its environment led to the definition of new types of
interaction spaces [20] and user-generated content manage-
ment frameworks [21]. A concept aiming to describe the
possibility to automate most of the informational interac-
tions that improves the user experience is the Smart Space.
Its main enabler is the semantic web and its related tech-
nologies. The Smart Space software development model fos-
ters information sharing-based interactions blurring the line
between physical and information worlds [22].

A worldwide perspective on public safety is enforced
by the United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction
(UNISDR) aiming at a multi-stakeholder coordination of the
regional platforms for disaster risk reduction [23]. The seven
global targets of the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk
Reduction 2015-2030 drive towards increasing the ‘‘avail-
ability of and access to multi-hazard early warning systems
and disaster risk information and assessments to the people
by 2030’’ [24]. To promote Key Priority 1, Understanding
disaster risk, Sendai Framework advises for the ‘‘collection,
analysis, management and use of relevant data and practical
information and ensure its dissemination, taking into account
the needs of different categories of users, as appropriate’’,
at national and local levels.

A resilience-based approach to address expected and
unexpected events, implementing proactive and reac-
tive actions, has been proposed to be an integrative,

holistic vision to involve all relevant stakeholders across com-
plexly interconnected systems and identifiable public safety
services [5], p.24, [25].

Following these general directions in public safety, con-
necting people sustainably and resiliently with information
in times of need becomes both a fundamental problem and a
research opportunity. As such, a growing number of position
papers start to acknowledge the role of digital technologies in
supporting the concretization of the 17 Sustainable Develop-
ment Goals (SDGs) defined by the United Nations General
Assembly [26] that stays at the heart of the United Nations
2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. Reference [27]
presents a comprehensive, visionary study aiming at identi-
fying correlations among ICT and the SDGs. It stresses the
need of a collective, collaborative effort among individuals in
different disciplines, various industries, and agencies, in such
a way to produce further synergies between the two fields.
A novel ICT framework that approaches on three levels - data,
sustainability, and governance - the implementation of the
SDGs has been introduced in [28]. Reference [29] introduces
a discussion related to public safety and its correlation to the
four priorities of action described by the Sendai Framework
for Disaster Risk Reduction, identifies key data intensive
activities from these recommendations, and describes two
managerial implications in service ecosystems, with a discus-
sion on a Viable Systems Approach (vSa) perspective [30]
on the response to disasters operating rules. Other position
papers explain specific corporate and agency activities aim-
ing to support the achievement of the SDGs though various
ICT services and related initiatives [31]–[33].

These new complex emerging situations arising today
require to be addressed intelligently by integrating informa-
tion and knowledge that stay at the core processes of a knowl-
edge society. Therefore, research and development efforts
may naturally undertake scientific activities aiming to expand
the service mindset through active exploration in all domains
and critical aspects of our Society, being recognized today
that the law of interaction among the large number of Society-
level entities is the service [34], [35]. As well, complexity,
‘‘a key characteristic of the world we live in and of the systems
that cohabit our world’’ [36] must be understood against
Society needs. By means of service, being understood as the
utilization of specific competences such as knowledge, skills,
and technologies of one entity for the benefit of another entity,
as defined by Service Dominant Logic [34], knowledge can
be considered both as the primary production-resource and
the main instrument of value co-creation [37] in service sys-
tems, the main value creation entities [38], [39]. This intelli-
gence of service, acting across disciplines, tying economic,
social, business, and ICT aspects, addresses identification,
analysis, concretization, realization, and implementation of
novel ideas approaching the challenges induced by these sit-
uations. Therefore, service intelligence fosters the expansion
of human intelligence, helping to set up concrete knowledge
and skills exchanges inside Society towards the progression
facing complex situations. They are generally understood as
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exchanges between a large governance entity, its citizens,
and its influencers, like in the case of public services, and
particularly, exchanges between a provider and a beneficiary,
at an intangible level.

This paper introduces an exploration perspective on the
development of creative artefacts at various levels of active
collaboration to obtain a good design of complex services and
their supporting systems, including the digital, in the domain
of public safety. Here, a data-centric situational perspective
for complex service engineering to support resilience build-
ing with respect to hazardous events is built and explored.
It aims to operationalize the Public Safety as a Service
vision that is defined as an ‘‘inclusive and responsible value
co-creation design vision for liveable regions, fostering the
expansion of service knowledge to multiple public service
contributors, potentially transforming data into information
using service intelligence to create sustainable, resilient,
and trustworthy service ecosystems’’ [29]. This definition
advances public safety as a major dimension of action that
requires innovated resilience building activities integrating
safety critical service processes within the scope of the
Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction [24] and the
17 Sustainable Development Goals defined by the United
Nations General Assembly [26].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, a data-centric situational perspective is formu-
lated to address public safety concerns triggered by hazardous
events in water resources management. Specifically, it for-
mulates the problem of Data Quality and Data Cleaning for
large volume of data achieved from sensors in Cyber Physical
Systems.

A general working methodology is introduced in
Section III to exemplify the operationalization of the Pub-
lic Safety as a Service vision. From a practical point of
view, addressed in a specific case study, it is intended to
expand service knowledge in understanding water natural
variations in terms of quality, using ontologies to embed the
expert domain knowledge and semantic reasoning to mine
on available data. We introduce a unified description of the
main service activities aiming to help identifying service
processes, resources, and information, to increase resilience
of communities with respect to potential critical hazardous
events affecting public safety.

Section IV and Section V describe and operationalize a
unified semantic reasoning-based approach for improving
data quality that combines both semantic technologies and
data mining algorithms. The method is applicable to any
time series data (any type of measured data). To evaluate
the proposed solution against real measured data, a water
quality data situation has been constructed to be analyzed
following the proposed working methodology. Exploratory
Data Analysis (EDA) is employed here to obtain a gen-
eral evaluation and understanding of the ‘‘big picture’’ of
the data to work on. EDA [40] assumes going through all
data and generating summary statistics, plotting distributions
using box plots, understanding relations between variables

using scatter-plot matrices. This helps to better understand
both the data as the primary input for later processing and
the phenomena that produced the data [41]. Based on this
understanding, the actual problem may be solved, such as a
prediction or classification problem, implementing specific
algorithms, e.g. Machine Learning algorithms or statistical
methods. The results are presented as reports and commu-
nicated to the various stakeholders to support other decision-
making processes. In this way, complex Information Intensive
Services (IIS) emerge [42] and the ‘‘data product’’ is built and
deployed back into the Real World.

A summary of the achieved results is presented in
Section VI. The method presented in this paper introduces
a semantic component in the data acquisition module of
a Cyber-Physical System for environmental monitoring to
solve specific problems of data quality assurance, here the
difficult problem of separation of True Positive data from
False Positive data. This is a major concern in data cleaning
and the proposed solution addresses this problem embedding
semantic technologies. Further possible developments are
discussed in Section VII and final conclusions are presented
in Section VIII.

II. REVIEW ON DATA QUALITY EVALUATION IN CYBER
PHYSICAL SYSTEMS
Various approaches to advance with data the development
of information intensive services (IIS) in public safety for
the specific case of water resources management may be
integrated today, such as water pollution control [24], [43],
with information-based intelligence [44], stressing the role
of digital technologies for public safety concerns [45], [29]
in managing urban water sustainably [46]. To create, evalu-
ate, and understand the general situation of data integration
through IIS for water resource management and to apply
Exploratory Data Analysis [40] for the assessment of crit-
ical situations in public safety, in this section we explain
two general use cases on data collection in Cyber-Physical
Systems (CPS).

The Cyber-Physical Systems term generally refers the tight
integration between computational (cyber) and physical ele-
ments and processes [47], where things can be sensed by
means of sensor networks and actuated by means of actuator
networks [48]. Within the scope of this work, the term Cyber-
Physical Systems is better understood with the meaning of
‘‘a new way of cooperation among distributed and intelligent
smart networked devices as well as with humans’’ [48], where
different interaction technologies such as the Internet and the
Internet of Things are employed to provide networking and
connectivity, support communication, and enable complex
information exchanges between various CPS [49], [50], [51].

Sensing in CPS is responsible with the production of an
enormous amount of data that must be stored, processed,
and analyzed with specific tools and digital systems and
technologies, other than the conventional ones [49], [52].
The importance of Big Data, as ‘‘high volume, high velocity,
and/or high variety information assets that require new forms
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of processing to enable enhanced decision making, insight
discovery and process optimization’’ [53], has been acknowl-
edged today not only in the Cyber-Physical Systems perspec-
tive [49], but also in its various application domains such as
intelligent transportation systems [54], environmental moni-
toring [55], resource efficiency and sustainability [52], [56],
offering support for science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics (STEM) education for extending information-
based advances in various disciplines [57], or explaining
complex situations in disaster risk reduction [58], [59].

Cyber-Physical Systems often embody as system of sys-
tems, with an intrinsically heterogeneous composition of dis-
tributed, concurrent, large scale complex systems that require
specific tools and technologies for interoperability and func-
tionality interlinking, such as domain specific ontologies,
interoperability standards, human-machine interfaces [48],
[60], hybrid systems modeling and simulation [61], and
complex architectural frameworks based on new modeling
languages and standards such as the Systems Modeling Lan-
guage (SysML) [57], [62].

Ontologies provide shared formalization of a domain,
by encapsulating knowledge and human experience in a
machine understandable way [63], [64]. An ontology repre-
sents a formalized modeling of data that defines concepts and
their attributes, taxonomies that allow to classify concepts
using generalization and specification, relationships among
concepts, rules (axioms) that become true if some condi-
tions evaluate to true, and instances of concepts (also called
‘‘individuals’’). Formal languages that are used to define
ontologies are called ‘‘ontology languages’’. Two languages
often used are RDF (Resource Description Framework) [65]
andOWL (WebOntology Language) [66]. In [67] it is pointed
out that despite the fact that both are intended for semantic
modeling of data, OWL has a more extended vocabulary,
is based on XML (Extensible Markup Language), and has
become a web standard (a W3C recommendation).

Concerning interlinking of Cyber-Physical Systems appli-
cations, semantic technologies and ontologies offer pow-
erful support in integrating domain expert knowledge in
autonomous and intelligent systems [63], [68]. A seman-
tic rule engine (SRE) system installed on top of industrial
gateways that allows stakeholders to control and monitor
industrial devices is proposed in [69]. The SRE is composed
of two parts: a Rule Engine (RE) which defines the rules and
actions to be executed on actuators and a Semantic Engine
(SQenIoT) which allows execution of semantic queries. The
novelty of the solution comes from the fact that combining
the two components (RE and SQenIoT), the rules do not
refer to specific devices ID’s but to concepts, thus making
the rules valid even in the case of future sensors replace-
ments. A novel publish-subscribe architecture aiming to sup-
port interoperability at information level, introduced in [70],
extends the Smart-M3 semantic interoperability platform
for smart spaces [71]. With a case study related to work-
safety regulation compliance, an Open Semantic Framework
(OSF) is introduced in [63]. This framework proposes the

integration of expert knowledge in domain specific ontolo-
gies with domain specific knowledge packs, in such a way
to support users understanding between various models in
industrial engineering design.

In Cyber Physical Systems applications for environmental
monitoring, sensor observations result in many small data
objects acquired in real-time, where each object contains
several attributes (such as location, humidity, temperature,
pressure, wind speed). Storing together all these small data
objects results in Big Data repositories where Data Quality
becomes an important concern for any category of data,
regardless of size and collection method. Wrong data values
publicly available to stakeholders have as result, in the best
case, loss of credibility in the project, and in the worst case
could lead to tragic consequences, especially when the data
should be used to support decisions in critical situations (such
as floods, water pollution). For this reason global ongoing
research efforts try to design the frame for the future Quality
Assurance (QA) protocols and standards [72]. Besides nat-
ural inherent processes that affect water quality (hydrolog-
ical, physical, chemical or biological) the most significant
impact factor results from human activities (urban sewage,
agriculture, industrial and urban waste disposal, dredging,
navigation, and harbors) that dispose bacteria, nutrients, pes-
ticides and herbicides, metals, oils and greases, and industrial
organic micro-pollutants [46], [73].

The GS1 Data Quality Framework (DQF) [74] specifies
that Data Quality must be characterized based on ‘‘complete,
consistent, accurate, time-stamped and industry standards-
based’’ data. Completeness means that missing data should
be minimized (ideally reduced to zero). Consistency refers
to the characteristic of the data to be logically valid across
multiple views. Accuracy describes the degree of closeness
of observed results to the true values. Time-stamped data
are appended the real moment (yyyymm-dd-hh-ss.ms) of
generation, to be later ordered on a timescale.

Data Cleaning is the third stage in the Data Science process
presented by [75]. Other synonyms used in the literature to
denote the same process are ‘‘Error Detection’’, ‘‘Data Scrub-
bing’’, and ‘‘Data Cleansing’’. Data Cleaning is ‘‘a process
used to determine inaccurate, incomplete, or unreasonable
data and then improving the quality through correction of
detected errors and omissions’’ [76]. This stage consists of
procedures to detect data anomalies such as outliers, missing
values, or duplicates. The first step is the raw (unstructured)
data collection (sensor data, genetic data, health data, social
media data), followed by the second step, i.e. processing of
raw data and their mapping into a file format easily consumed
by automated tools, to be eventually exposed through internal
(technical) services for further integration.

Physical quantities (such as temperature, pH, pressure,
other parameters related to water quality, solar radiation, soil,
air) collected through various measuring devices at some
specified frequency may be represented as time series that
have specific characteristics, such as: stationarity (the mean,
standard deviation and autocorrelation does not change over
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time; trend (refers to a long-term increase or decrease in data
values), seasonal (manifests when the influence of a seasonal
factor can be detected, such as month, day of week), and
cycle (pattern that refers to fluctuations of data which are
not of fixed periods) additive components that may appear
in different combinations.

Data Cleaning activities cannot rely entirely on automated
procedures because in some cases it is impossible to distin-
guish between false positive and true positive without access
to domain knowledge. Smart solutions require models that
can ensure the interoperability and analysis of data. For this
reason, semantic technologies may be successfully used to
formalize this domain expertise from knowledgeable contrib-
utors as a valuable input to the information intensive ser-
vices development to assess hazardous events. They offer the
framework where changes of the to-be-modeled universe are
easy to implement. In comparison with relational databases,
where a constant and costly redesign is required each time
when changes of concepts and relationships between them
have to be made, Resource Definition Framework (RDF)
requests the data being modeled as a graph [77]. Thus, new
concepts and relationships can be added without requiring to
change the schema.

Related work in the domain of defining ontologies for
quality improvement of sensors data in CPS does not offer
yet a unified approach binding together observations from
sensors, methods for automatic detection of erroneous data,
domain knowledge and correction procedures. Both aspects,
ontologies and Data Quality, have been studied in isolation
and few attempts were made in the direction of building an
ontology-based framework for Data Quality. This research
field has been developed in three directions:
• ontologies for Data Retrieval;
• ontologies for Data Integration;
• ontologies for Data Cleaning.
In [78] three specific applications of ontologies in data

management for consistency checking, duplicate detection,
andmetadata management are presented, respectively. In [79]
Data Cleaning in multisource information systems such as
data warehouses where distributed data sources contribute to
an integrated repository is discussed. Based on a study on
61 papers related to the use of ontologies for Data Quality
in integrated chronic disease management retrieved from the
main databases, in [80] it is concluded that Data Quality
does not have a generally accepted conceptual framework
and definition and more applications based on ontologies to
support automated evaluation of Data Quality are needed.
An ontology design pattern is proposed in [81] to assess
the quality of spatial data, without including abstractions for
detection and correction of data anomalies. An ontology-
based Data Quality framework for data streams is described
in [82], including three types of metrics for Data Qual-
ity: content-based (use of semantic rules defined by the
user to measure quality aspects such as consistency), query-
based (computes the data quality for query operators such as
aggregation operators), and application-based (can use any

function which computes an application Data Quality value).
The user may define simple constraints on data, but the
solution does not offer automatic selection of algorithms for
anomaly detection.

The first use case that may be defined following the above
discussion concerns the quality of data collected automati-
cally with field sensors used to take measurements of interest
(spot sampling) in various environmental monitoring and
control activities. This can further involve telemetry (mea-
surement is made in the field and collected data is sent, usu-
ally by wireless transfer, to remote monitoring equipment) as
presented, for example, in [83]. The quality of data collected
through a field sensor depends on several aspects, such as
poor calibration, changes suffered by the sensor during trans-
portation to the deployment site, vandalism, accumulation of
algae, plants or other microorganisms on the surface of the
sensor, extreme natural phenomena (such as extreme cold
conditions, high flows), bad circuit boards, or just by ageing.
Within a sensor network, it is essential to enforce the same
operation standards and procedures in such a way that final
data are consistent, and data gathered in different locations
can be compared.

The second use case concerns the collection and processing
of user-generated content through active participation [6].
Crowdsensing, crowdsourcing, and participatory sensing
transform the digitally-enabled users into big data reliable
generation sources for environmental monitoring [84]. Inside
a Smart Space, software agents running on various com-
puting devices transform these devices into smart objects
exposed as participants from the real world [22]. Being that
the multitude of information sources creates a shared infor-
mation pool based on which the software agents interact,
specific strategies for service composition in IoT-enabled
smart spaces [85] and security concerns of personal mobile
data and the intelligent utilization of IoT technologies are
needed as well [86]. The problem of subscription notification
loss in IoT-enabled smart spaces is addressed in [85]. Five
mathematical models for active notification control possible
strategies are described, in the case when the client checks
on its own about the notification at certain moments rather
than passively waiting to receive the notification from the
Semantic Information Broker (SIB). A simulation model of a
smart space is proposed to estimate the efficiency of the five
proposed strategies, including loss assessment metrics. The
experiments show that the three adaptive strategies perform
well and reduce the loss rate but they require additional
resources from the client’s mobile devices. In this respect,
the software development model in smart spaces uses specific
tools, such as multi-source data fusion based on ontologies,
knowledge reasoning, and semantic data mining.

Therefore, it becomes mandatory to consider the digi-
tal potentialities for advancing public safety services with
user-generated data, possibly developing complex services
to emphasize hazardous environmental phenomena based on
different digital tools [17], [43], [44], [16]. This type of digi-
tization of information favors the creation of shared resource
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FIGURE 1. Concept map: Complex service ecosystem creation roadmap.

systems to conceptualize data, information, and knowledge
as commons [87], [21].

III. WORKING METHODOLOGY
The new situations induced by the inclusion of technological
advances in complex services development require both a
new way of thinking to transform competencies, to mine
expert knowledge, to upgrade digital skills [35]), and a need
to redesign organizations based on cognitive social responsi-
bility principles [88].

Henceforth, we formalize our working methodology with
a service-related knowledge foundation, aiming to draw a
general comprehensive unified representation perspective to
develop, evaluate, include, and expose various participants’
positions in public safety related activities. Our attempt fol-
lows previous other positions related to novel uses of the
Digital for the wise management of natural resources, with
participatory governance [89], towards citizen-centric data
service development [90], [91].

Within the scope of this work we address the development
of sustainable services, a concept by which we understand
services capable of adapting to their environment and dynam-
ically integrating changing conditions of this environment in
such a way that they become sustainably coherent with the
surrounding complexity [92]. They require contributory par-
ticipation of the involved parties, henceforth named Actors.

As such, new ways of creating services targeting larger,
more complex situations are needed and they require to unify
Actors’ confederate value co-creation initiatives around the
development of services with cognitive unity [35].

Fig. 1 summarizes the roadmap towards the creation of
an ecosystem of such complex services, that is judged as
a value co-creation network [93] among all the participants
in the city resilience-prone processes [29]. It is dedicated
to engineering of information intensive services in public
safety and their exposure as information common goods.
This concept refers to ‘‘rivalrous and non-excludable goods
shared by and beneficial for all or most members of a commu-
nity, or more precisely, the myriad of common goods, which
serve the common interest and are free’’ [35]. Their creation
should be sustainable, environment-oriented, and enabled by
the Actors’ co-creation initiatives.

A complex service has several systems around, and one
of them is the digital one. A complex service is built upon
several services, and its systems, including the digital one, are
composed upon their systems. In this perspective, the various
participants’ positions realizing the service activities can be
described as organized manifestations of special interests [6].
Here, these manifestations are unified under two broad
concepts, Actors as Contributors and Actors as Stake-
holders, from whose interactions the service ecosystem
emerges [94]:
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• Actors as Contributors (people, government, pri-
vate partners, or individual experts) contribute inside
Cognitive Collaborative Environments, such as Public-
Private-People Partnerships (4Ps) [25], Public-Private
partnerships in disaster management [7], or Public-
Private partnerships oriented towards the creation of
services [37]. They bring in knowledge and skills to
objectify ideas and to concretize their initiatives through
services, therefore supporting cognitive unity that clari-
fies a particular situation;

• Actors as Stakeholders is a concept introduced within
the scope of this work to address the two specific use
cases of data collection and analysis in Cyber Physical
Systems presented in Section II. They actively contribute
with data upon which specific internal (technical) ser-
vices act on to develop further the information intensive
services in the working domain, by enlarging the anal-
ysis scope and providing the basis of future automation
of the service integration process [44], [95].

The intentions and value propositions of a complex service
provide a contextual framework in which the intentions and
value propositions of the components of this complex service
make sense and objectualize. To create a complex service in
public safety, there is a need of multidisciplinary teams of
creators to create the enabling systems, notably the digital
system that will support the service itself. Globally, the inten-
tion of the digital system in a complex service is to make the
activities of exchange (knowledge and skills) more efficient
and to develop new activities.

The two main components of the digital system sup-
porting the operationalization of the Public Safety as a
Service vision through the development of information inten-
sive service exposed as information common goods are pre-
sented in Fig. 1. One component addresses the creation of a
shared domain knowledge integrating ontology-based collab-
orative development and semantic reasoning (see also Fig. 2).
The second component aims to express the public safety
service recipient’s view on the creation of these sustain-
able services that would benefit from improved methods of
data analytics. Within this component, henceforth named
DISActoRN - the Distributed Information Service Actor
Role Network - a sub-conceptual representation to unify the
description of data collection and processing in Cyber Phys-
ical Systems is created (see also Fig. 3).

A. ACTORS AS CONTRIBUTORS
To explain how Actors as Contributors position in the digital
system, we focus further on ontology development to pro-
mote collaborative knowledge sharing that formalize domain
expertise, and to define sustainable service solutions able to
assure the management of data, information and knowledge
in Cyber Physical Systems. This is a type of Collaborative
Development of sustainable services by means of Actors’
creative andmotivational application of competences through
services [34]. Actors (private, public, individuals) from vari-
ous knowledge domains assure the cognitive unity in service

FIGURE 2. Collaborative development for knowledge sharing using the
time series quality assurance (TSQA) solution ontology.

FIGURE 3. The distributed information Service actor - role network
(DISActoRN).

creation, through their commitment to service development
as a paying effort and having an exclusive right to shape the
future domain development [35].

For our specific case, the following domain expert knowl-
edge is required to mind rich participatory data and to capture
the information richness by means of information intensive
services. In the specific case of wise management of water
resources and the evaluation of possible hazardous events
addressing public safety concerns, this domain knowledge
includes: description of sensors, description of observations
(such as sensors measurements), description of quantity,
units, dimensions and data types, description of time to take
measurements, description of weather concepts. Description
of sensors should address the device and its capabilities,
the operating procedure, and the way the sensor would
perform in a specified context. Description of the obser-
vations should include measured properties and the actual
observed data. Description of time should provide a vocab-
ulary for expressing date-time concepts, durations and rela-
tions between instants and intervals.

The conceptual architecture expressing knowledge sharing
through Collaborative Development is based on the proposed
Time Series Quality Assurance (TSQA) solution ontology
that is presented in Fig. 2. It integrates specific domain
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knowledge ontologies matching the above-mentioned
criteria:
• SSN Semantic Sensor Network Ontology [96]. It is a
unified ontology for sensors, measurements, and related
concepts. It has a hierarchy of classes that offers a
higher degree of flexibility in modeling sensors systems
and subsystems, processes, deployment procedures,
platform sites, measurements values, measurement
capabilities and constraints, operating restrictions, etc.
At the core of the ontology design is the Sensor that
is a Device which is a System that can have as sub-
systems other systems. Each System has an Operat-
ingRange that is constrained by some Condition. The
Sensor observes a Property that corresponds to some
FeatureOfInterest. An Observation is observed by a
Sensor and has as result a SensorOutput that has value
an ObservationValue. Each Sensor has a Measure-
mentCapability that is constrained by some Condition.
The System has a Deployment that is realized on a
Platform;

• W3C Time ontology [97]. It describes temporal con-
cepts such as Instant (temporal concept with zero dura-
tion) and DateTimeInterval, being both specializations
of a generic TemporalEntity class. An interval has a
beginning and an end of type Instant, which in turn
has a DateTimeDescription with a set of properties for
representation of year, month, week, day, day of week
(an enumeration of strings such as ‘‘Monday’’,
‘‘Tuesday’’, etc), day of year, hour, minute, second,
timezone. Each TemporalEntity has a DurationDescrip-
tion to represent decimals for years, months, weeks,
days, hours, minutes, and seconds that together describe
the duration;

• QUDT is the ontology for physical quantities,
units of measure, and their dimensions in various
measurement systems [98]. It supports the interoper-
ability in a number of ways: units are defined in a
non-ambiguous manner avoiding misinterpretation; it
distinguishes between variants of the same unit (day
may refer to solar day, sideral day, etc); it sepa-
rately defines different units referred commonly by
using the same word (e.g ‘‘second’’ for time and the
same word ‘‘second’’ for measuring angles). Core con-
cepts such as Quantity, SystemOfQuantities, Quanti-
tyKind,QuantityValue, Unit, SystemOfUnits are defined;

• Smart Home Weather is the ontology for weather
phenomena and exterior conditions [99]. It offers a
vocabulary for modelling weather related data. Weath-
erState has condition a WeatherCondition and belongs
to a report WeatherReport that has a source Weath-
erReportSource. The WeatherState has a phenomenon
WeatherPhenomenon. These five classes are top level
concepts. Each of these have sub-concepts defined. For
example, sib-concepts for WeatherState, HotWeather,
CloudyWeather, RainyWeather. The specialization is
realized further on several layers.

B. ACTORS AS STAKEHOLDERS
Within the specific scope of this work, we introduce a sub-
conceptual representation to unify the description of data
collection and processing in Cyber Physical Systems and we
formulate two definitions to describe several aspects of data
collection through various measurements and instrumenta-
tion. This representation, DISActoRN - Distributed Infor-
mation Service Actor Role Network (Fig. 3) - aims to guide
the development of the internal (technical) services to assess
Data Quality for the specific situation in water resources
management described in Section II.
Definition 1: A Non-physical Data Interaction Role

(NFD-IR) refers the whole set of without-rights devices (such
as instrumentation sensors, mobile devices) and with-rights
legacy systems (such as automated water pollution data col-
lection and analysis systems) actively participating to the
extension of data-centric processing tasks.
Definition 2: A Physical Data Interaction Role (FD-IR)

refers the whole set of social participants that are actively
involved in crowdsourcing, crowdsensing, and participatory
sensing activities.
DISActoRN functionality can be described based on

two main use cases: Collect Hazard Related Data
(based on the afore-mentioned interaction roles) and use
internal (technical) services to Transform Hazard
Related Data to ‘‘data products’’ to be deployed back
into the Real World by means of specific data cleaning
information intensive services.

This type of data collection and digitization of information
supports the virtualization of various sources of data to pro-
vide a unified view on the service activities.

The data resources in the DISActoRN construct are con-
tributed by Actors as Stakeholders acting in various roles
supporting the resource system provisioning actions. The data
pool is mainly produced cumulatively by sensing, within
the scope of sharing domain resources to act upon and to
efficiently improve resilience processes. Eventually, they will
be perceived as community members empowered through
pervasive and ubiquitous digital infrastructures, integrating
and analyzing data from multiple sources, leading to the
improvement of real-time response to fine-tune the delivery
of public safety services.

C. EMBEDDING SEMANTIC SERVICES
The components of the proposed architecture aiming for
the implementation of the DISActoRN internal (techni-
cal) services and its integration with the semantic ser-
vices through the TSQA solution ontology are presented
in Fig. 4.

This architecture integrates components corresponding to
detection and correction methods, data acquisition from sen-
sors in various file formats, and semantic processing based
on the TSQA and SWRL-encoded rules [100]. These internal
services provide the unified access to the data products gen-
erated by the data acquisition and analysis software running
in the enterprise information system.
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FIGURE 4. DISActoRN - internal (technical) services implementation
details: integration with semantic services.

• The Semantic Component manages the TSQA ontol-
ogy and the associated SWRL rules. It will expose
the SemanticServices interface to fulfill services
invoked by the specific application;

• TheDetection Component is responsible formaintaining
and selecting an Issue DetectionMethod (IDM). A Strat-
egy Design Pattern (SDP) is used in this component to
define a family of algorithms, to encapsulate each one,
making them interchangeable, and to decouple the client
from the algorithm implementation. Detection Method
i represents a concrete implementation of a generic
method (for example, outlier detection using clustering,
statistics, distance-based methods);

• The Correction Component provides the Correction
Method interface that is requested by the Application
Component. It provides a concrete implementation of
a Correction Method (for example, Cubic Spline for
Interpolation) and it conforms to the same SDP;

• The Application Component requires that the corre-
sponding sensor data, acquired in different file formats
(such as CSV, tab delimited, Excel, GSF, SIDF), are con-
verted into its specific internal format, and an Adapter
Pattern (AP) is used. The Adaptee represents the actual

sensor data. The Adapter converts these data and pro-
vides the InputData interface.

In the Application Component (here implemented in J2EE,
running on an Apache Tomcat Server), the Application Con-
troller orchestrates the workflow and method invocations.
The data read through the InputData interface is parsed
and for each sensor measurement new individuals connected
through object properties are created and inserted into the
Semantic Component. The reasoner is then asked what detec-
tion methods are available for the input data. The end-user
either selects one of the detection methods or accepts the
default method. Then the data set is sent to be checked against
that specific detection method.

When the detection algorithm completes its execution,
the input is categorized either as suspect or correct. If suspect,
the associated tag of the data is updated accordingly in the
Semantic Component. According to the rules and the facts
that already exists, the reasoner is asked to infer whether the
suspect data is TP or FP (described further in Section IV), and
to update the tag accordingly. If TP, then the reasoner is asked
to list the available correction methods for that problem.
The user either selects one correction method or accepts the
default one. Then the correction method is executed for the
given data and returns a corrected set of data.

Corrected values are set on the corresponding individuals
defined in the Semantic Component. The ObjectsToIndividu-
als component is part of the Application Component. It cre-
ates TSQA individuals from Java objects then serialize these
in the TSQA ontology (either in RDF or OWL format). The
Java objects are created after sensor data is read from file.

The Facade module hides the internal complexity of
the internal services and provides the DataCleaning
Services interface used by the end-user to communicate
with the DataCleaning Application. The end-user can select
a specific detection/correction method, retrieve the results,
input new facts uploading RDF or OWL files (e.g. describ-
ing a storm that was produced), and execute queries (via
SPARQL query language) to retrieve information stored in
the TSQA ontology.

The engineering process to construct the Time Series Qual-
ity Assurance (TSQA) solution ontology and the workflow
describing the main activities are presented in Fig. 5. The
ontology should be generic enough to be applicable for any
type of Data Quality deficiency, being able to distinguish
between FP and TP data objects for time series corresponding
to sensor measurements.

IV. DATA CLEANING. EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR
DATA QUALITY IN TIME SERIES
This section explains the DISActoRN functionality on the
specific case study, focusing on the interactions related to
the Non-physical Data Interaction Role (NFD-IR) for the
evaluation of data quality in time series for water resources
management and the design of the corresponding internal
services. We assume that the observed data are available as
a time series whose values are available for a specific time
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FIGURE 5. The time series quality assurance (TSQA) solution ontology
engineering process, adapted from [101].

range. As well, metadata describing the measurement devices
and the procedures followed to obtain the data on the field
must be available.

Let O denote an observable domain and a physical
quantity P characterizing a phenomenon that manifests
in O. Let X = (x1, x2, . . . , xi, . . . , xn) be the time series
that represents the measurements for P, at time instants
(t1, t2, . . . , ti, . . . , tn), where ti+1 > ti. Let dataObj (data
object) be either an individual value xi or an ordered subset
of values X = (xi, xi+1, . . . , xj), where X ⊂ X.
Different types of wrong data objects may occur in the

measured data represented as time series. Common types of
anomalies in sensor include spikes, outliers, data not in range,
data blocked at constant value, data gaps, null values, mean
shift, or wrong timestamps (for example, [102]):
• Spikes (peaks, or local maxima). They are points xi in
the time series for which yi = fp(xi) > θ , where
fp is a ‘‘peak function’’ that associates a positive score to
the argument, and θ is a user defined threshold. One of
the challenges discussed in the literature is proposing a
formal definition for the peak function fp and to evaluate
the results [103];

• Outliers are data objects that behave far away from
the expected behavior. In many domains, such as fraud
detection, industrial processes, public safety, healthcare,
environmental resources management, the detection of
outliers is a critical challenge. It is worth to be noted here
that the presence of noise, a random error or variance
that occurs in a measured variable, makes difficult to
recognize outliers;

• Data not in range is a term referring data positioned
outside an admissible interval. For example, a bug in the
firmware can determine the omission of a decimal point,
the valuemeasured by the sensor being correct, while the
wrong value is being written in the logger. The admis-
sible interval [Vmin,Vmax] can be either user defined
(it can be flagged as a soft error and resolved by interpo-
lating N values, or an offset adjustment is applied when

a constant bias through time is observed) or defined in
the sensor specification;

• Data blocked at constant value represent examples of
false constants occurring, for example, if the measure-
ment device reported the same value for several consec-
utive measurements. In this case, for the peak function,
fp, it is advisable to look for values close to 0, finding its
minimum min

xi
fp(xi). If there is an xi for which fp(xi) <

µ− 3σ , this indicates with a probability of 99.85% that
data is frozen at the constant value xi in the timewindows
defined by 2k points. Alternatively, we may choose
θ = resolution of the measurement device, such as to
use θ = µ+ 3σ or other statistical indicators;

• Data gaps are two or more missing values in the time
series. The occurrence of this situation can be checked
based on timestamps, and sampling may be done using a
specific algorithm (e.g. at constant interval of time). For
example, a defect connection between a sensor and the
data logger can result in an increased number of dropped
data points;

• Null values are measurement values reported as 0.0.
They can suggest flag a problem of the instrument.
In other cases, they can represent real natural phenomena
so, again, as for spikes, they cannot be rejected auto-
matically, instead they can be flagged as suspect values.
In these cases, further information is needed to decide
whether is a sensor problem;

• Mean shifts correspond to changes of the mean on some
intervals (segments). This problem was studied in liter-
ature for signal processing and time series, in general,
and for environmental regime shift, in particular [104].
For example, significant changes of the mean can give
important indications in the context of water quality
monitoring pointing either an increasing/decreasing of
pollution or a possible problem with the sensor;

• Noise refers to random fluctuations in observed data.
In general, smoothing methods are applied (based on
Kalman filter, or exponential smoothing known also as
‘‘Holt Winters smoothing’’);

• Oscillations are intervals of data that presents high devi-
ation from the mean. As in case of noise, the solution
consists in applying smoothing techniques;

• Wrong timestamps are data objects with a corrupted
timestamp (indicating other instant of time than the
measurement time). This type of data deficiency can be
corrected using a counter that is incremented each time
a new measurement is taken;

• Surrogates refer to the situations when chemi-
cal/physical parameters of interest, rather than being
directly measured, can be deduced from other mea-
sured parameters (surrogates) using regressive equa-
tions or neural networks [105], [106].

Currently, statistical-based automated spike/peaks detec-
tionmethods consider that a time series is faulty (for example,
containing wrong spikes caused by an interference in the
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communication channel) when more than m% spikes are
detected in a 1t time interval. ‘‘Rule 68-95-99.7’’ states
that 68% of the data with a normal distribution must be
located within one standard deviation (σ ) of the mean (µ),
95% within two standard deviations, and 99.7% within three
standard deviations [107]. Considering θ = µ + 3σ , then
only 0.15% of the xi data will show such a high value of the
function yi = fp(xi). This implies that xi can be considered a
candidate to be marked as a ‘‘spike’’.

However, these automated methods cannot discriminate
true spikes from the false ones. Real peaks can appear in
special circumstances, but the automated methods such as
the statistical method discussed above does not consider the
context. For example, algal blooms can grow on the water sur-
face in certain seasons, a natural phenomenon that generates
peaks in measuring the values of chlorophyll. A decrease of
conductivity and an increase of turbidity may appear in case
of rain. If a peak for turbidity is detected in the context where
no correlated decreasing of conductivity is observed, then it
may be concluded that there it is due a sensor problem.

Consequently, it is highly important to have access to
domain expert knowledge and this knowledge must be cor-
related with the automated methods. Relying only on auto-
mated methods in this case could lead to discarding correct
and valuable data misinterpreted as ‘‘peaks’’. Furthermore,
it could lead to wrong analysis and consequently to wrong
decisions recommended to stakeholders. This expert domain
knowledge can be encapsulated in a format understandable
by machines, namely ontologies and IF/THEN rules.

Measured data objects can be classified as:
• True Positive (TP). An error in measured data that
is correctly classified as an error is called a True
Positive (TP);

• True Positive (FP). A correct data object that is
wrongly classified as an error is called a False Positive
(FP) or type I error;

• True Negative (TN). A correct value that is classified as
a correct value is called a True Negative (TN);

• False Negative (FN). An error that is wrongly classified
as a correct data is called a False Negative (FN) or type II
error.

Concerning the general problem of Data Quality, three
possibilities can appear if wrong data objects are identified:
• the Data Quality problem is caused by a minor malfunc-
tion of the sensor that appears for a small number of
times. In this case the solution is to apply a correction
procedure that replace the data with interpolated values;

• the Data Quality problem is caused by a serious mal-
function of the device that is observed repeatedly (or on
a long time-window). The user should be informed that
there is a defective sensor which should be removed (and
all its collected data rejected);

• the Data Quality problem is a FP. In fact, is a true value
but it manifests only in extraordinary circumstances (it is
not a typical behavior). The data object is considered FP,
but it is reported to the user. The identification of such

FIGURE 6. Unified semantic reasoning-based approach to improve
quality of data acquired by sensors.

objects is possible only using semantic technologies to
differentiate it from the TP.

The proposed unified semantic reasoning-based approach
aiming to dissociate between TP and FP is presented in Fig. 6.
It consists of three layers of data processing. It is important
to emphasize here that the distinction between TP and FP can
be done only using domain expert knowledge, otherwise a
FP is automatically assimilated to a TP.

Currently measured or historical data are introduced in
the first layer. Then automated methods for detecting wrong
data are applied (such as statistical methods for spike detec-
tion, distance-based algorithms for outliers, etc.). The term
‘‘wrong data’’ applies to any category of anomalies discussed
above (such as data gaps, outliers, data not in range, spikes).
The output of this first layer consists of data objects labeled
as SUSPECT (i.e. outlier suspect, spike suspect, etc.). At this
moment it is still not possible to certainly assert that data are
indeed wrong. It is necessary to execute a second check using
domain expert knowledge, formalized based on ontologies
and rules, that allows taking into consideration the context
of the data objects measurement (such as weather condi-
tion, location, device). After this processing phase it will be
possible to decide if the SUSPECT data is a TP data or a
FP data. A corresponding label/tag will be applied to the data
object and it will be sent as input to the third layer. Here,
the correction method is applied for TP (depending on the
type of error detected this procedure can be interpolation,
rejection, surrogates, etc.). In case of the FP data, this will
be reported to the user as a correct value but not as a typical
value (depending on the context, it can mean, for exam-
ple, a breakdown of an industrial machine or an accidental
pollution).

The proposed unified semantic reasoning-based method
for improving data quality is presented in Algorithm 1.
Let D be the set of detection methods and d ∈ D, a particular
detection method. The set of correction methods is denoted
by C and c ∈ C is a particular correction method (C and D
are classes of algorithms and c and d are algorithms, namely
instances of C and D). Let S(Ont,R) be a semantic tech-
nique defined by the ontologies set Ont and the rules R.
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TABLE 1. TSQA ontology: Requirements specification.

Algorithm 1 Unified Method To Improve Data Quality
1: function improveQuality(dataObj,a) F input data object

and anomaly type a
2: d ← getDetectionMethod(a);
3: label1←d(dataObj);
4: if label1 6= ‘‘SUSPECT’’ then F data object is

correct
5: return ‘‘TN’’
6: else F d method identified a problem
7: label2←S(Ont,R,dataObject) F apply semantic

technique
8: if label2 = ‘‘TP’’ then
9: c←getCorrectionMethod(a);
10: c(dataObj); F apply correction method
11: return ‘‘TP’’
12: else F label2=FP
13: reportToUser(dataObj,‘‘FP’’)
14: return ‘‘FP’’
15: end if
16: end if
17: end function

The algorithm receives as input the data object (dataObj)
and the anomaly type to be checked (for example, ‘‘out-
liers’’, ‘‘gaps’’, ‘‘noise’’). It generates as output a label
(FP, TP or TN) and applies a correction method for data
labeled as TP. Lines 2-5 correspond to the first layer and
the method GetDetectionMethod(a) returns the detec-
tion method applicable to the anomaly type a (for example
IF a == ‘‘Outliers’’ THEN the returned result will be the
object that encapsulates the ‘‘Distance based outliers’ detec-
tion’’ algorithm).

If more than one detection methods are available then
a second parameter for this method, pref, is passed

(like in GetDetectionMethod(a,pref)). If several
options are available, then the pref object encapsulates
the preferences of the user for one or another algorithm.
Line 7 corresponds to the second layer applying inference to
decide whether the data object is a TP or a FP. In lines 8-16
(the third layer) appropriate action is taken (either correct the
data or just report to the user).

The method GetCorrectionMethod(a) returns the
algorithm that can correct the anomaly a. A preference object
can be used as described above when several algorithms are
available (such as various smoothing algorithms for noise
correcting). Once retrieved, the algorithm c is applied to the
dataObj input.

V. TSQA: A SOLUTION ONTOLOGY FOR IMPROVING
DATA QUALITY
This section describes the engineering process to construct
the Time Series Quality Assurance (TSQA) solution ontol-
ogy. The core concepts identified for the TSQA ontology are
presented in Fig. 7, and the instantiations of themain concepts
used further in the experimental and validation phase are
presented in Fig. 8 (classes are depicted with brown circles
and instances with violet diamonds).

Following the discussion in Section IV, Table 1 summa-
rizes the main quality concerns (criteria) to be addressed,
a number of quality problems to be checked, what solutions
can be applied for wrong data, what labels can be applied to
the data during the data cleaning workflow, and what type of
threshold is required by the detection algorithm (for example,
for outliers detection a threshold must be supplied, but for
spikes the threshold can be computed internally based on
mean and standard deviation). Traceability refers to the pro-
priety of data to be accounted for its provenance at each time
step (this goal is achieved in our solution by using labels/tags
to mark if data is measured, suspect, corrected, or rejected).
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FIGURE 7. TSQA ontology: Concept map.

FIGURE 8. TSQA ontology: Individuals by type (Protégé representation).

These requirements are used further to identify the main
concepts for the TSQA ontology. We consider the follow-
ing notations: classes (concepts) that are reused from other
ontologies are marked bold underlined and prefixed by the
abbreviation of the ontology (like ssn:Observation); classes

that are defined in our proposed ontology are marked bold
(like Tag); the properties we define are marked in italics (like
ssn:hasTag). The instances (individuals) for a given class
(concept) are represented with bold italics (like Accuracy).

The Criteria concept refers to quality indicators that data
should met. The tag refers to the data cleaning process status
that an instance of type ssn:Observation can take. The Tag
concept is linked to ssn:Observation concept via the hasOb-
servationTag property. For the Tag concept, the following
sub-concepts were defined (MeasuredTag, FalsePositive-
Tag,TruePositiveTag, SuspectTag,CorrectedTag) because
one observation can go through different stages (measured,
problem detection, problem correction), so we need to apply
labels to the data object according to these phases.

The Issue concept refers to the quality problem that needs
to be checked for and has nine instantiations.

Because a given data object may have more than one data
issue at the same time (for example, could be suspected to
be an outlier and have wrong timestamp in the same time),
then Suspect, True Positive, and False Positive tags define
9 individuals, one for each of the defined Issue. Each Issue
addresses one or more Criteria (e.g. issue WrongTimestamp
addresses criteria WrongTimestamped and Consistency).

The Data concept is the core concept in the TSQA ontol-
ogy, referring at least one object of type ssn:Observation,
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TABLE 2. TSQA ontology: Data properties.

thus having the capability to represent either an individual
measurement or an entire time series. TheData is considered
as input for the detection algorithms. They are represented by
the class DetectionMethod whose sub-classes address each
of the issues,Outliers, Spike,Noise, etc. Further sub-classes
may be defined, for example, for outliers detection: Dis-
tanceMethod, ClusteringMethod, StatisticalMethod, etc.
Noise class has as sub-class AutocorrelationMethod. Data
instances that are considered by a DetectionMethod to be
wrong (for example, outliers detected by a distance-based
detection algorithm) are marked further with an instance of
SuspectTag.
When SWRL-encoded rules [100] are applied to decide

whether the suspect data object is a FP or a TP, the Data
instance may receive a FalsePositiveTag or a TruePositive-
Tag. In the second case, the Data will be processed by a
CorrectionMethod, according to the particular instance of
the received tag.

For example, if the tag is TruePositiveSpike then the
correction method will be one instance of Interpola-
tion (such as CubicSpline). The ssn:Observation has
ssn:observationResult a ssn:SensorOutput that ssn:hasValue
an ssn:ObservationValue which actually stores the value of
the sensor measurement.

We need to introduce in our TSQAontology a new property
that will link the ssn:Observation with the corrected value
(that results from the application of one of the Correction-
Method). For this we created the new class CorrectedValue
as a sub-concept of ssn:ObservationValue and link it to the
ssn:Observation via the hasCorrectedValue property.
The object properties are listed in Table 2. All of them

have an inverse property that starts with the word ‘‘is. . . ’’.
The cardinality restriction was implemented in Protégé with
the Object restriction creator feature that allows to define

classes as property restrictions and then to assign the initial
class as a sub-class of the property restriction class (e.g. Issue
subclassOf addresses min 1 Criteria).

Fig. 9 depicts the integration of TSQA main concepts
with SSN concepts as well as the relations between con-
cepts (green rectangles depicts instances connected by doted
arrows to their corresponding yellow classes). Choosing the
SSN ontology presents also the advantage that it is a unified
ontology for both sensors and measurements so it is not nec-
essary to integrate the vocabularies of two distinct ontologies.

VI. SUMMARY OF THE ACHIEVED RESULTS
The proposed unified semantic reasoning-based method for
improving data quality is evaluated against a water quality
monitoring use case scenario, on a real data set collected from
the water monitoring plant in South Branch Tunkhannock
Creek, Lackawanna County, Pennsylvania, publicly avail-
able for download [108]. A set of water quality parameters,
including Turbidity and Conductivity, are measured using
an YSI 6920 sensor. Turbidity is a measure of water clarity
measured in Nephelometric Turbidity Units (NTU), whose
level increases with the level of sediments in the water.
Conductivity is a measure of water to pass electrical flow.
Significant variations of conductivity are an indicator that
a pollutant was released in the water (measured at 25◦C in
milliSiemens/cm).

For this use case scenario, a dataset consisting of 111 sen-
sor observations (15 minutes time stamp) was considered.
The data set includes measurements of Turbidity and Con-
ductivity and measured values for Temperature, Dissolved
Oxygen, pH, etc. Specifically, we are interested in evaluating
only outlier values for Turbidity and Conductivity. These
values are represented graphically along with a global trend
(computed for the entire time series) in Fig. 10.
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FIGURE 9. Integration between concepts in SSN sensor’s ontology and
data cleaning ontology.

For our use case, two specific rules (R1 and R2) have been
formulated to check whether the measurement context refers
exceptionally high values for turbidity can occur, but they are
not outliers.

1) R1. If there is an observation for Turbidity that is
suspect of being outlier and that observation is taken
during a heavy rain and the Turbidity has an ascendant
trend then the observation is not an outlier (it is a FP).

2) R2. If there is an observation for Conductivity that is
suspect of being outlier and that observation is taken
during a heavy rain and the Conductivity has a descen-
dant trend then the observation is not an outlier (it is a
FP).

Listing 1: SWRL rules for assessment of false positive
outliers

HeavyPrecipitation(?x),RainyWeatherState(?s),
Interval(?int),hasObservationTime(?s,?int),
Observation(?o),observedsProperty(?o,
Turbidity),
hasObservationTag(?o,SuspectOutlier),
hasInXSDDateTime(?o,?instant),
temporal:contains(?int,?instant),
hasTrend(?o,Upward)-> hasObservationTag(?o,
FalsePositiveOutlier)
HeavyPrecipitation(?x),RainyWeatherState(?s),
Interval(?int),hasObservationTime(?s,?int),
Observation(?o),observedsProperty(?o,

FIGURE 10. Detection of FP and TP outliers based on semantic reasoning
using the TSQA ontology.

Conductivity),hasObservationTag(?o,
SuspectOutlier),hasInXSDDateTime(?o,
?instant),
temporal:contains(?int,?instant),hasTrend(?o,
Downward)-> hasObservationTag(?o,
FalsePositiveOutlier)

Both SWRL-encoded rules refer to outlier suspects for
Turbidity and Conductivity time series to check whether a
heavy precipitation manifests at the data measurement time,
and whether the Turbidity, respectively Conductivity, values
have an upward/downward trend. The term trend refers to the
long-term increase/decrease in the data values.

For the clarification of the term ‘‘heavy rain’’ in the above
rules, we rely on the Smart Home Weather ontology, where
the ‘‘heavy rain’’ weather term is precisely defined as being
the phenomenon whose precipitation intensity has a value
in the range of [20], [50] mm/hour, and the precipitation
probability measured in % is expressed as a positive float
value.

To express the exact date, time, and duration of the a
heavy rain, we need to define an instance prec1 of the class
weather:HeavyPrecipitation, and an instance rainystate of
the class weather:RainyWeatherState (prec1 is linked via
the property weather:belongsTo to the rainystate). The inter-
val1 instance of class time:DateTimeInterval is linked with
the rainystate via the propertyweather:hasObservationTime.
Two instances (i1 and i2) of time:Instant are defined to
represent the start and end time interval. These are linkedwith
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FIGURE 11. Expressing the ‘‘heavy rain’’ weather phenomenon.

the data property xsdDateTime to the time label representing
a specific moment in time. The relations between individuals
for the description of a heavy rain are presented in Fig. 11.

The user-generated RDF-XML document describing the
fact that a heavy rain was produced is passed via the
DataCleaningServices interface to import the file into
the existing TSQA ontology. The measured data from the
Excel file is filtered by the Adapter Component, allowing to
pass only the interest values corresponding to Turbidity and
Conductivity measurements as a vector of Java objects for
the Application Component. Later, these are translated into
TSQA individuals and linked with corresponding properties,
using the OWL API. The internal services execute a query
upon TSQA ontology to find what methods are available for
issue detection and list them to the user.

As it can be observed in Fig. 10, outliers occur for both
Turbidity and Conductivity, mainly in the same time interval.
For Turbidity, two different types of outliers may appear: one
isolatedmeasurement (notedwithA onfigure), and a group of
continuously increasing outliers (noted with B). Without any
extra intelligence, any outlier detection algorithm would treat
the same way these two different types of outliers, possibly
considering them wrong data, and it will decide to correct
them. The data measurements refer to a 28 hours interval
between 02:45 AM and 06:30 AM next day. If we know
the fact that at 4:50 a thunder heavy rain started and last
for 3 hours, we can represent this fact in the Semantic Com-
ponent. This extra knowledge allows by using the proposed
internal services to draw the conclusion that the outliers group
for Turbidity and Conductivity overlaps with the storm.

The user selects a method for OutlierDetection and start
execution. When the outlier algorithm completes, it will
detect group A of 7 outliers for Conductivity, and 8 outliers
for Turbidity as group A and group B. Therefore, all the

15 values are tagged as SuspectOutlier. For each observation,
a new triple in the form Obs_MeasuredProperty_i hasOb-
servationTag SuspectOutlier is added in the ontology via the
SemanticServices interface. At this moment, the data
cleaning application runs the TrendDetection method. The
result shows that the trend for Conductivity is downward,
whereas for Turbidity the trend is upward. New triples
are then inserted accordingly: Obs_Turbidity_i hasTrend
Upward and Obs_Conductivity_i hasTrend Downward.

If the Pellet reasoner [109] is invoked at this point,
the antecedent of both rules evaluates to true for 14 values
(the outliers in group A for Turbidity and the outliers in
group A for Conductivity). For the single outlier in group B,
the antecedent evaluates to false (temporal:contains() evalu-
ates to false because that observation is not realized during
the heavy rain). Then the SWRL rules are executed, and new
property assertions are inferred, Obs_MeasuredProperty_i
hasObservationTag FalsePositiveOutlier.

Because negation as failure or modifying ontology facts
are not supported by SWRL, we need new rules to assert
that suspects that are not given FalsePositive tags should be
labeled as TruePositive. In conclusion, the 14 values, marked
as false positives are not removed and the only true positive
is replaced with an interpolated corrected value.

The unified semantic reasoning-based method evaluated in
this section allows to relate sensor observations withmeteoro-
logical context and with methods for detection and correction
of data issues, in three stages:

1) Execute algorithms for data issues detection and mark
as suspect values that are found to have problems;

2) Use contextual domain knowledge (such as meteoro-
logical situations expressed in rules) and apply the
reasoner to label accordingly the data values that proves
to be false positives;
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3) Correct all data that was marked in the first stage
but not in the second (true positives) using one of the
suitable correction methods.

This working methodology has the advantage that it con-
siders the meteorological context of measurements and helps
in dissociating between true sensor data problems and excep-
tional values that can occur in special contexts, but they are
not wrong data.

Therefore, it is possible to expand knowledge on the iden-
tified informational situation through contributory develop-
ment using semantic reasoning, based on the necessity to
create a unified approach to bind together observations from
sensors, methods for automatic detection of erroneous data,
domain-specific knowledge, and correction procedures.

VII. DISCUSSION AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
The working methodology employed in this paper defines the
main activities aiming to help identifying service processes,
resources, and information, to increase resilience of com-
munities with respect to potential critical hazardous events
affecting public safety. Taking into consideration the com-
plexity of interactions between various participants in the
public safety service ecosystem, we have proposed a unified
semantic reasoning-based method that is embedded in a uni-
fied representation for collaborative development of complex
services.

This way of thinking enforces the importance of data col-
lection, its transformation into information, followed by a
knowledge dissemination effort to a larger set of participants.
To evaluate, include, and expose various participants’ posi-
tions in public safety related activities we have employed a
service-related knowledge foundation. As such, we highlight
the distributed nature of data-centric processing tasks asso-
ciated to specific activities based on the real-time communi-
cation between machine and human, machine and machine,
which is made possible in Cyber Physical Systems.

To support this unified representation, we have introduced
a conceptual representation detailing the implementation of
the internal services acting upon these data, the Distributed
Information Service Actor Role Network. Its main function-
ality is explained along with the case study in the evaluation
of hazardous events related to Data Quality in water resource
management.

For this case study, we have performed an analysis and
we identified five quality criteria and nine types of Data
Quality issues that refer to one or more of the quality criteria.
This analysis serves as a foundation in designing and imple-
menting the Time Series Quality Assurance (TSQA) solution
ontology. We have proposed and implemented an architec-
ture that binds together the TSQA ontology, SWRL-encoded
rules, exposed via an OWL API, detection/correction meth-
ods, and a controller implemented in Java to exploit the
proposed ontology and to infer new domain expert knowledge
to be later exposed as intensive information services (IIS).

The TSQA ontology is designed to work on any type of
data, and the concepts that were introduced in the ontology

are derived directly from the Algorithm 1, introducing the
unified method for improving Data Quality. As a specific
use case, we have approached a specific situation related to
water quality data, thus we re-used other ontologies, such
as the Smart Home Weather ontology and Semantic Sensor
Network ontology.

Several further development roadmaps may be conceived
to enlarge the presentation of this current work. First comes
concretizing ideas around the development and evolution of
the information common goods in public safety, as a shared
resources system, a real platform which can be composed
based on several information services. Sustainably manag-
ing various types of resource systems as commons [87] and
emerging commons in this direction of research is one of
most promising applications of Elinor Ostrom’s work on
institutions [110].

Further developmentsmay be also envisioned for the devel-
opment of the internal (technical) services in the specific case
study of information intensive service development to support
communities’ resilience facing hazardous events. Ontology
design for semantic aware data cleaning is not yet a mature
topic and still a field of ongoing research. Semantic technolo-
gies are the ideal choice in problems where context matters
(context aware computing). In case of the natural resource
management, the context plays a key role not only for alert-
ing or forecasting, but also for data acquisition. Ontologies
foster knowledge sharing from contributors and establish
a common vocabulary such that once defined in a non-
equivocal manner, the concepts have the samemeaning for all
actors in the system (human ormachine). Therefore, semantic
reasoning and collaborative development of knowledge using
ontologies may be a good solution to understand public safety
in relation to various occurring hazardous events.

Ontologies are intensively used to infer implicit knowledge
from explicit knowledge by applying rules (logical infer-
ence, IF/THEN) that often appear in case of environmental
applications. Knowledge reuse is a key aspect of ontologies.
Once defined, an ontology can be imported, extended and
reused. New concepts can be built up startingwith the existing
one, by dynamically combining existing knowledge, there-
fore offering explicit reasoning about the problem domain.

As a future direction for improvements, the taxonomy
of TSQA ontology could be extended by providing more
types of detection/correction methods (for example, only
for interpolation we can subdivide into at least four sub-
categories such as linear interpolation, cosine interpolation,
cubic interpolation, Hermite interpolation) and more types
of data issues. Then, as another research direction, we may
suggest improving the scalability of the architecture for the
implementation of the internal (technical services) of the
DISActoRN component, both horizontally and vertically,
by exposing it in the Cloud. Considering that reasoning over
an increased number of facts (millions of individuals corre-
sponding to large time series) is computationally expensive,
a Cloud-based solution would offer the elastic allocation of
CPU/RAM. However, it is not a trivial topic of research to
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establish how reasoners such as Pellet, Hermite, FaCT++
scale in a distributed environment (such as Cloud).

As well, for the future we intend to describe and intro-
duce into practice, at a higher-level conceptualization, a new
knowledge domain named Informational Common, dedicated
to conceiving complex services (Fig. 1), following previous
work on environment-oriented development of services as
common goods proposed in [35], [37]. Service intelligence
creates the foundation for the development of this knowledge
domain, by which we understand a comprehensive vision
enabling actionable Exploration of the perceived complex sit-
uation in public safety, while it becomes possible to discover
new Information Services, exposing them as commons, and
crystallizing them as a pool of shared service-type resources
created in Cognitive Collaborative Environments.

The definition of such a domain of interest in conceiving
complex services aiming to transform data into information is
important for employing human-oriented development when
answers are needed for people finding themselves in complex
situations inside Society.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS
Extending the data collection effort and its transformation
into information is a compulsory step to better understand
the critical interactions that govern the co-evolution of the
systems as human-centered entities in Society. Taking into
account the complexity of the service ecosystems in public
safety, in this paper we argue that a clear inter-institutional,
inter-disciplinary, and even international context within the
United Nations frameworks is mandatory to guarantee the
robustness of the exploratory approach to transform data into
information using service intelligence to advance the Public
Safety as a Service vision. To fully recognize the digital
potentialities supported by services, this service intelligence
can emerge only through strong concentration and co-design
processes with specialists of disasters, public administration,
service related research, and digital systems.

To continue the work presented in this article, it is valuable
to further explore the transformation of the rich informational
situational context, created today by the ubiquitous manifes-
tation of myriads of devices transformed into smart objects
that empower the human beings with capabilities never imag-
ined before and hardly envisioned in the near future, into
its concrete supporting services through the creation of col-
laborative co-creative environments fostering service-centric
innovations. This will acknowledge that information is the
core element in the design, implementation, and management
of services, while data, information, and knowledge resources
aremanaged byActors in various positions in Society through
provisioning and appropriation kind of actions.
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